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Before we start: What questions are on

your mind about individual idea generating

or tools & techniques for ideating? Just

chat over numerous questions.

Be sure to have a journal or paper to do the

activities & capture your ideas & thoughts

The “How To” of Expert Brainstorming

Part II: Individual Tools, Techniques & Activities

What is your process for

generating ideas?

When someone asks you for

ideas what do you do to produce

them?

What do you do during a

group brainstorming

session?

How do you help the

brainstorming flow again?

BRAINSTORMING TECHNIQUES

1. BRAINRAIN

2. BUCKETS

3. SCAMPER

4. PROBLEMS

5. VISUALIZATIONS

6. METAPHORS

7. UNREAL

8. IMAGES



Innovation System

Research to Identify

Problems &

Opportunities

Formulate Questions

        Ideation

(Generate Ideas)
Analyze &

Synthesize Ideas

Develop Concepts Test & Select Concepts
Communicate

& Advance

Question Funnel

1. What are ideas around what a positive

culture of innovation in our organization

could be like or feature?

5. What are ideas for programs, events, or

activities that could engage all employees

in their own innovation project?

Multiple targeted questions organized from general to specific

2. How might we innovate the way

innovation happens in an organization

through better processes using the web?

3. How might we assess individuals, identify

strengths, educate, enact, and build efficacy

to innovate realistically successfully?

4.What projects might we start to create

something new systematically and provide

experience in innovation?

REMEMBER & USE

Tips for Generating Ideas

! Capture all of your ideas.  Write everything

down on your idea list sheets or capture with

your computer.

! Focus on quantity.  Try to generate over 100
ideas!

! Do not judge your ideas. We are only at the idea

generation stage now. You will be able to
analyze and judge later.

! Quality comes from quantity.  If you come up

with 100 ideas, odds are some of them will be

great. We will build quality ideas in the next
stage.



Idea List!

! Numbered list!

! Motivating to Number & Add the next

idea.

Stimulus!

! Visual images, Objects, Markers,

Toys, Paper, Putty, Magazines, etc.



Brain Rain

Brain

Rain

! Silently take 5 minutes to quickly write as many single

ideas for your question as you can.

! Just let them rain from your mind without judgment.

! Number and list them.

! Example:

Based on the question “What could a positive culture of

innovation in an organization be like or feature?”  List ideas.



Brain Rain Ideas

! Example: Based on the question “What are ideas around what a

positive culture of innovation in an organization could be like

or feature?”

! 1. Idea journals to keep for each employee

! 2. Challenges in company to patent an idea

! 3. Innovation quotes on walls of workplace

! 4. Grants in the company people can apply for to develop a

side project

! 5. Book groups around an innovation book

! 6. Innovation library

! 7. Innovation outfits/costumes for employees

! 8. Closet full of outfits for different situations

! 9. Speakers seminar series within company

! 10. Kids to play with to loosen up

Create Buckets

Create Buckets -

Attribute Method
Break your question or challenge down into parts and come
up with buckets/attributes.  Attributes are both sub-
questions and categories.

! For instance…marketing ideas.

! An attribute of marketing is technology or message or
method, etc.

! Attribute of technology is the internet.

! Attribute of internet is search engines.

! Attribute of search engines are search terms.

! Brainstorm keywords for search terms as marketing ideas.

! Or more broadly, just technologies, or internet
sites/applications

! You can also create a matrix with each attribute or bucket at
the top of a row.

Attributes of an organizational culture of innovation are:

! Organization: Individuals, Teams, Processes, Structure, Physical Space

! Innovation: Research, Idea Generation, Testing, Prototyping,
Implementation

! Culture: Symbols, Rituals, Traditions, Artifacts, Norms, Learning



Bucket Drops

Bucket Drops

Broad, Flexible, & Lateral Thinking

! Think of new ideas in different directions.

! Think of putting ideas into different

categories or buckets.

! Drop an idea into each bucket.

! Example:

! Attribute of Individuals-People write own

innovation job description

! Attribute of Learning-Create personal website

for employees that has training videos. They get

one hour per week to watch

! Idea Generation-People drop an idea into an idea

bucket as they enter the workplace each day.

Bucket Fills



Bucket Fills
Deep, Fluid, & Vertical Thinking

! Think of new ideas, making the original

idea more specific.

! Think of putting ideas into the same

category.

! Example:

! Culture-Symbol attribute: Create an innovation
role model or mascot for the organization.
! Thomas Edison

! Steve Jobs

! A Kindergartener

! Picasso

! A Cheetah

! Socrates

! A fast growing Oak Tree

Nuisances - Tiny Problems
! Think about what “bugs” you or your

stakeholders.

! What current small

problems/challenges exist?

! Brainstorm corresponding

solutions that would fix the

problem or make it easier.

! Example:

! “Bugs” of what prevents an innovation
culture:

! Bug: No freedom to design work schedule.

! Idea-You select your own work hours at
whatever times or days.

SCAMPER

SCAMPER it. When looking to innovate your current

product, organization, or concept is there

anything you could:

! Substitute (other ingredients, material, power,

place)

! Combine (blend, combine purposes, appeals)

! Adapt

! Modify (color, shape, motion) or Magnify

(stronger, larger, extra value)

! Put to other uses

! Eliminate

! Reverse (roles, try opposites) or Rearrange



Substitute Combine Adapt Modify Put to other use Eliminate Rearrange

Un-Reality

! Start with a wild completely

imaginative crazy idea or solution.

! Now formulate ideas on how to

make it more real and tangible.

! Example:

! Unreal-Bring all the employees to the

moon to learn about innovation.

! Real-Offer a retreat to a campsite in the

woods to learn and focus on strategies

for innovation.



Metaphors & Analogies

Metaphor and

Analogy

! Identify a metaphor and identify how that

metaphor can produce idea parts or a new

concept.

! Examples:

! An innovative organizational culture is like a tropical rain

forest. There are a variety of different people learning and

growing fast because of an environment full of rain or

ideas.

! A strong chain with removable links. People are

interdependent and connected to one another physically.

Though people can work virtually real value is had by face

to face connection.

Connecting In

Advanced Metaphor/Analogy

! 1. What are you trying to do (simply).

Ex: Lightly cushion or absorb shock in a joint.

What are other products that absorb

shock or cushion?

Car shocks, couch, pogo stick, mattress,

couch cushion, beanbag chair. Idea:

mattress spring for knee. Beanbag pouch in

the joint.



Advanced Metaphor

Nature & Complexity

Where is complexity already working?

Usually in NATURE…

What exists in nature that cushions or

absorbs shock? Are there any animals,

insects, or plants that have excellent

cushioning or shock absorption?

Ex. Dog paw pads, hooves, cockroach

legs or shell

Idea: Reconstruct dog paw pads as joint

cartilage

Back Door Metaphors

Back door: What are interesting

things in nature that could be applied

in different ways?

Ex. Lighting: Firefly

How might that natural technology be

applied to a new product:

Idea: Auto@dark night light bicycle

seat back



Imagine an

Organization
! Think of a well known organization or

make a group up.

! In your mind ask them for an idea report.

! What ideas do you imagine they would

give?

! Example:

! Google

! Football team

Imagine a Person

New Technology

Application

! Make a list of new technologies that

may be applied to your question. Merge

the two together for ideas.

! Examples:

! How could VOIP (voice communication

over internet) be used with this?

! How could Instant Messaging?

! How could uploading videos?



Terrible Ideas

! Give ideas on what the worst thing possible to

do would be and then do the opposite of it.

! Examples:

! Bad idea: Fire everyone.

! Better- Hire everyone. Have contests where anyone can

work on a project for innovation that they may have

expertise on.

! Bad idea: Burn the company building down.

! Better – Let people work from coffee shops, parks, and

other inspiring places.

The University

Think of different disciplines in a University. 

Ex. Chemistry, Biology, Education, Physics

Mechanical Engineering, Sociology, Medicine

How might a professor or researcher 

from that field approach this problem?

What ideas would they give you?

Ex. Chemistry: Engage in physical activity to increase endorphins

to innovate

Ex. Sociology: Surround a new innovator with prolific

innovators in meetings and office space. They will then innovate

at a higher level.

Catalyst

! Identify ideas inspired by looking at the Catalyst.

! A Catalyst integrates statements, pictures, objects, and
people.



ASSESSING TECHNIQUES

1. BRAINRAIN

2. BUCKETS

3. SCAMPER

4. PROBLEMS

5. VISUALIZATIONS

6. METAPHORS

7. UNREAL

8. IMAGES



Innovation Thinking Skills

-Outside Insight

-Systems View

-Iterating

-Quantity

-Suspending Judgment

-Funneling

-Synthesizing

-Seeing Forests & Trees

-Deconstruction & Construction

-Building and Extending

BrainReactions Resources

Innovation Training Website:

InnovationTraining.org

Online Brainstorming & Analysis:

www.brainreactions.net

Author & Presenter Darin Eich’s Email:

darin.eich@brainreactions.com
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